A Greater Gateway to

China
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

FAQ
ON CHINA’S ACCESS SCHEMES, FX AND FUNDING
China’s rapid market reforms have made it easier for foreign investors to access its
capital markets. However, there is still an extensive web of applications, documentation
and approvals that requires a significant amount of your time and dedication.
BNY Mellon can help you tackle these operational challenges with our team of market
experts and suite of integrated solutions to offer you an edge in navigating China’s
capital markets with ease.
In this document, we will address some frequently asked questions by foreign investors
looking to enter China’s capital markets across the onshore and offshore access schemes.
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Bond Connect
1

In exceptional cases, can BNY Mellon support
both CNH and CNY currencies settlement per
legal entity?
Yes. The client must instruct the correct custody
account and the corresponding cash account in CNH
or CNY currency. If the client instructs the incorrect
custody account, BNY Mellon cannot process a freeof-payment (FOP) transfer of securities, as they are
not fungible by regulation.

4

What would be the source for BNY Mellon AUC
information that is required to be furnished in
the Bond Connect Registration Form for
Unincorporated Entities (Annex 2)?
Here is the source for BNY Mellon AUC information:

- AUC of BNY Mellon Institutional Bank: The
information is updated quarterly and can be found
in the “Quarterly Earnings” section of the latest
quarterly Financial Supplement, available on the
BNY Mellon website.

https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/investor-relations/overview.html

2

What if a BNY Mellon client already has an
existing CMU ID, and would like to switch over
from CNH to CNY or vice versa?

“Off-Balance Sheet” section of The Bank of New York

df.coredownload.pdf

The BNY Mellon client activation team will only
need to request that the local custodian open a
new segregated security account for the BNY
Mellon client, and link it to the existing CMU ID.
A new CMU ID is not required.
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- AUC of BNY Mellon SA/NV: The information is in the
Mellon SA NV Annual Accounts, updated yearly.
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		At the initial stage of the e-filing portal, why do
U.S.-domiciled investors need to declare and
check the box that they have read and understand
the regulations?
This declaration is necessary in order to comply
with U.S. regulations as submission through a
U.S. broker-dealer has always been in place to
protect U.S. investors.

How can a BNY Mellon client determine if
they are classified as an incorporated or
unincorporated entity?
Information about investor classification can be
found under Appendix 1 – Type of Entity/Institution
of the Bond Connect Admission Handbook on the
Bond Connect Company Limited (BCCL) website or
scan the QR code to download the handbook.

Click here to view the Admission Guidance for
Investors from Specific Jurisdictions document
issued by BCCL.

6

What is the required PSET/PSAFE format to allow
automated instruction processing?
The client must instruct the Place of Settlement
(PSET) or Place of Safekeeping (PSAFE) using either:
- Hong Kong PSET or
- China PSET with Hong Kong as PSAFE which
complies with the Securities Market Practice
Group (SMPG) guidelines.
The required instruction format is as follows:
94F::SAFE//NCSD/HKMAHKHX
95P::PSET//NDCCCNB1 or :95P::PSET//CHFMCNSH
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Stock Connect
1

Does Stock Connect support true DVP (i.e.,
simultaneous settlement of securities and cash)?

3

Real-Time Receipt vs. Payment (RRVP) and RealTime Delivery vs. Payment (RDVP) were
introduced by the Hong Kong Exchange (HKEX) on
November 20, 2017.
The market guideline stipulates that both selling
and buying parties must instruct using “SWIFT
Field 22F::RTGS//YRTG” under sequence E as a
matching criterion. If Field 22F is unmatched for
Real-Time Settlement Mode, the trade will fail.
The Real-Time Settlement Mode is optional and
subject to the agreement between the investor and
the broker(s).
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What if BNY Mellon Clients cannot instruct on a
trade-by-trade basis in Field 22F?
Clients can opt for RDVP/RRVP or RDVP via standing
instruction (SI) service setup once they have
arranged with the broker to settle via the Real-Time
Settlement Mode.
Clients can opt for SI at the time of account opening,
which is included in the account opening template.
As the Real-Time Settlement Mode is subject to the
arrangement between the client(s) and the broker(s),
the SI service set-up can only be requested to
BNY Mellon once both parties have agreed to settle
via the Real-Time Settlement Mode.

What happens if the settlement instruction
is unmatched?
BNY Mellon does not allow unmatched settlement
instructions to automatically recycle into the
non–Real-Time Settlement Mode, as this would
lead the potential for trade settlement finality
on settlement date (SD)+1 with an overnight
counterparty exposure.

4

Can a client choose more than one Stock
Connect service model?
If the client appoints multiple investment managers
(IMs), each IM may select the service model that fits
their business requirements.

5

What is Master SPSA?
Master SPSA is an optional service offered by HKEX
to facilitate the trading efficiency of Stock Connect.
An IM who owns and/or maintains more than one
SPSA with one or multiple custodians is eligible to

rence-Materials/Master-SPSA-Serv
Master_Spsa_Servi
apply for the Master SPSA Service.
Click here force_FAQ_Eng.pdf?la
HKEX’s FAQ for more information.
Once the client/IM completes the Master SPSA
setup, the client/IM must inform BNY Mellon which
brokers they have mapped to the Master SPSA
account, so we can inform the local custodian to
update their records. It is important that the client/
IM communicate any changes to us, since we do
not have any line of sight to the Master SPSA
at HKEX.
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Are China A-Shares listed on the Shanghai Stock
Exchange Sci-Tech Innovation Board (STAR
Market) eligible for trading via Stock Connect?
Effective from February 1, 2021, China A-Shares
listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange’s (SSE) STAR
Market are eligible for trading via the northbound
Stock Connect by professional institutional
investors as defined under the relevant HKEX rules.

7

Can BNY Mellon clients choose to settle against
USD or HKD?
Yes, clients must pre-agree with the three
designated brokers (HSBC Securities Brokers Asia
Limited, Credit Suisse Securities Hong Kong Ltd.
and CLSA Ltd.) and BNY Mellon on the use of USD
or HKD for Stock Connect settlement.

https://www.elegislation.gov.hk/hk/cap571?xpid=ID_1438403472945_0
Where agreed, clients:
01&SEARCH_WITHIN_CAP_TXT=Profesional%20investor - will use their existing USD or HKD cash accounts

Is there any specific account structure to
support the Stock Connect single-sided
settlement service model?
To address client asset protection and proper
mandatory controls, each client custody account by
Ultimate Beneficiary Owner with BNY Mellon must
be linked to its own segregated securities account
at BNY Mellon’s sub-custodian and to its own SPSA
account at the Hong Kong local depository.

8
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held with BNY Mellon
- must be aware of the specific funding requirements
for USD or HKD, including funding arrangements for
settlement on a USD or HKD public holiday
- must also agree with the brokers for purchase
transactions to settle on a Trade Date+1 or greater
settlement basis, to facilitate timely USD or
HKD funding

What is the account structure of an asset
owner appointing multiple investment
managers (IMs) for Stock Connect?
For an asset owner with multiple IMs, each IM
should have its own custody account at BNY Mellon
linked to its own segregated securities account
at BNY Mellon’s sub-custodian and to its own
SPSA account.

4
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CIBM Direct
1

Also, the client’s accumulated outward remittance
in foreign currency cannot exceed 110% of the
accumulated inward remittance amount in
foreign currency.

Is there any annual regulatory reporting
requirement?
Yes, there is an annual regulatory reporting
requirement in Q3 of each year. The purpose
of this annual review is to obtain updated
information on clients’ RMB accounts opened at
the local custodian and to validate the Certificate
of Incorporation (COI).

2

Who should execute the Bond Settlement Agent
Agreement (BSAA) with the local custodian?
The BSAA is executed between the local custodian
and the investment manager (IM). The executed
BSAA will cover both the IM's proprietary funds
and separately managed funds. Sovereign entities
and foreign central banks registered directly with
the People’s Bank of China (PBOC) will enter into
BSAA with the local custodian.

3

What if BNY Mellon’s clients would like to remit
in RMB and foreign currency in China?
The currency outward remittance restriction
will apply if a client remits both RMB and foreign
currency to invest in the onshore bond market.
The monitoring methods are as follows:

- Monitoring by ratio: The ratio of RMB and foreign
currency in the client’s accumulated outward
remittance shall be in line with that
of the accumulated inward remittance, and the
fluctuation should be within +/-10%.
- Monitoring by amount: The client’s accumulated
outward remittance in RMB cannot exceed 110%
of the accumulated inward remittance amount

Note: The client’s outward remittance for bond
investment liquidation from the China Interbank
Bond Market (CIBM) (i.e., exiting completely from
onshore Interbank Bond Market) can be conducted
without the above monitoring.

4

What is the China Interbank Foreign Exchange
Market (CIFXM) route, and who would qualify?
If a client is classified as a sovereign entity
under the PBOC regulation, they may become a
member of the China Foreign Exchange Trading
System (CFETS). As a CFETS member, they may
participate in CIFXM and enter into CNY FX with
a domestic bank in China, including BNY Mellon
Shanghai.

5

Can BNY Mellon’s client or their IM input bond
trade through TradeWeb instead of sending it
to local custodian for upload in CFETS?
Yes, according to CFETS, IMs could submit the
TradeWeb onboarding form on behalf of their
underlying client with proper authorization to
the local custodian. Alternatively, the client can
process it themselves.
BNY Mellon’s client or their IM can complete and
submit the Commitment Letter to TradeWeb directly.

in RMB.
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What is the setup arrangement if an IM requires CIFXM trade input service?
An IM without access to CFETS will need to separately liaise with the local custodian to set up the CIFXM trade
input service. Additional details related to this and the exchange of trade execution and settlement information
are listed below.
Pre-trade setup: The local custodian and the client must execute a new agreement or supplementary
agreement to cover CIFXM trade input service and exchange a list of the authorized traders who can send the
trade details to the designated local custodian via an agreed channel e.g., email or Bloomberg.
Trade Execution: The authorized trader sends trade order to the designated local custodian via the agreed
channel. The local custodian captures the trade information on the CFETS system on the client’s behalf and
confirms back to the client with the CFETS trading ticket.

7

What is the process flow to participate in the primary market for China corporate bonds?
The client registered with CIBM can participate in the primary market for China corporate bonds either with or
without a distribution agreement with the underwriter.
If there is no distribution agreement, the underwriter will first purchase the corporate bonds from the issuer on
payment day (T+1), and then arrange Delivery vs. Payment (DVP) to the client on listing day (TD+3/4) as a
normal market trade. If there is a distribution agreement between the underwriter and the client, the DVP
translations 1) between the issuer and underwriter, and 2) between the underwriter and client will take place
on payment day (T+1). The process flows with and without a distribution agreement are explained below.
Without distribution agreement:
1. On auction day (also trade date, T), the client sends the bidding orders to the underwriter before the auction
cut-off time (15 mins before auction ends) via pre-agreed means (e.g. Bloomberg/Email/Reuters). Then, the
underwriter inputs the trade details in the auction system. Auction results will be announced on the same day.
2. On payment day (T+1), the underwriter arranges DVP with the issuer via the China Central Depository Co
(CCDC) or Shanghai Clearing House (SCH). The client and the underwriter agree on the clean price with accrual
and funding costs adjusted accordingly.
3. On listing day (T+3/4), the client executes a normal trade with the underwriter with settlement cycle either
T+0/T+1/T+2/T+3. The client instructs Receipt vs. Payment (RvP) instruction (MT541) to BNY Mellon by 1p.m.
(HKT) and the account must be funded by 1 p.m. (HKT) on settlement date. Then, the bond can be traded.
With distribution agreement:
1. On auction day (T), the client sends the bidding orders to the underwriter before the auction cut-off time (15
mins before auction ends) via pre-agreed means (e.g. Bloomberg/Email/Reuters). Then, the underwriter
inputs the trade details in the auction system. Auction results will be announced on the same day. The client
executes the distribution agreement with the auction results.
2. On payment day (T+1), the client sends RvP via MT541 to BNY Mellon and the distribution agreement directly
to the local custodian as the settlement agent before 9 a.m. (HKT). The client must ensure funding one day
before payment day. The local custodian reconciles the trade details on the settlement instruction against
the distribution agreement and then effects the payment. Upon settlement, the local custodian sends the
settlement confirmation to BNY Mellon via MT545.
3. On listing day (T+3/4), the bond can be traded.
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QFI
1

What are some of the key market developments that came into effect on November 1, 2020?
The market developments include:
- Simplification of the QFI (Qualified Foreign Investor) approval and documentation process
- Relaxation of the eligibility requirements
- Expansion of the investment products available to QFI
- Non-trade transfers allowed under certain circumstances
- Appointment of more than one local custodian, with a designated local custodian for registration and regulatory
reporting purpose
The comparsion table below compares the previous and new rules.
Previous Rules

New Rules (effective from November 1, 2020)

Application and
Documentation
Process

Separate application form for QFII and RQFII
Paper application and 14 documents
Application review by CSRC: 20 business days

One consolidated application form
Online application and four documents

Eligibility
Requirements

QFII - minimum AUM and years of operations
RQFII - asset management license		

Not required

Investment
Scope

Listed securities, CIBM, securities
investment funds, index futures and other
financial instruments approved by CSRC

Existing financial instruments and additional
asset types (see details)

Non-Trade
Transfers of
A-shares

Only applicable to over-purchase in errors

Non-trade transfers under certain
circumstances, such as change of fund managers
or account restructuring, will be allowed

Multiple Local
Custodians		

Appoint one local custodian

Appoint more than one local custodian
and a designated custodian for filing and
registration purposes

2

http://www.csrc.gov.cn/pub/csrc_en/newsfacts/release/202009/t20200925_383652.html

How many brokers is QFI allowed to appoint in
each stock exchange?
QFI can appoint multiple brokers on each stock
exchange (the Shanghai and Shenzhen stock
exchanges). However, each QFI must sell the
security through the same broker from whom they
purchased them.

3

Application review by CSRC: Ten business days

4

What are the prerequisites for trading on
the exchanges?
Under the current regulation, each QFI can
only appoint up to three local brokers in each stock
exchange (the Shanghai and Shenzhen stock
exchanges). Brokers must validate QFI securities and
cash positions prior to trading to avoid fails.

Does BNY Mellon require any legal addendum
to be executed?
There is no legal addendum required by BNY Mellon
to access QFI.
7
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Are QFIs required to contribute to the settlement reserve funds to mitigate settlement risks?
Each QFI is required to contribute to the minimum reserve funds of China Securities Depository and Clearing Co.,
Ltd. (CSDCC) in the Shanghai and Shenzhen markets to mitigate settlement risks.
The calculation of the settlement reserve funds will be performed by the local custodian based on the QFI net
remitted amount. The settlement reserve funds cannot be used for trading and repatriation.
The calculation methods are summarized below:

QFII/RQFII registered under
the quota regime

QFII/RQFII registered after
the quota removal

QFI
(effective from January 1, 2021)

QFII
CSDCC Shanghai: 0.08%
of total investment quota
CSDCC Shenzhen: 0.06%
of total investment quota

QFII
CSDCC Shanghai: 0.08% of actual
accumulated net remitted-in
amount as of the 25 of the month
(inclusive of the 25th)
CSDCC Shenzhen: 0.06% of actual
accumulated net remitted-in
amount as of the 25 of the month
(inclusive of the 25th)

Calculation of Mutual Recognition
of Funds (MRF) applicable to all
registered QFII/RQFII prior to
November 2020 and QFI under the
new CSRC regulation:

RQFII
CSDCC Shanghai = 0.08%*20%
of total investment quota
CSDCC Shenzhen = 0.06%*20%
of total investment quota

6

Average accumulated net remitted-in
as of last month*0.06%.
The local custodian is responsible
for the calculation of the MRF and
reporting the average accumulated
net remitted-in as of last month on
behalf of the QFI to the CSDCC.

RQFII
CSDCC Shanghai = 0.08%*20% of
actual accumulated net remitted-in
amount as of the 25 of the month
(inclusive of the 25th)
CSDCC Shenzhen = 0.06%*20% of
actual accumulated net remitted-in
amount as of the 25 of the month
(inclusive of the 25th)

What are the FX methods available to QFI?
The table below summarizes the FX methods available to qualified investors.

Onshore Market
(Foreign Currency Injection)

Offshore Market
(RMB Injection)

CNY via Local Custodian

CNY (PBOC 159)

QFII

RQFII

QFI

QFII

RQFII

QFI

QFII

RQFII

QFI

✓

✓

✓

✗

✓

✗

✓

✓

✓

CNH

Please note that this FX method is not available to QFII investment license and QFI as they are pending further
clarification by the PBOC.

8
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FX and Funding
1
2

Does Bond Connect allow CNY third-party FX?
Though the regulation now allows foreign investors
registered under Bond Connect to appoint up to three
CNY FX banks, the operating guidelines have not
been finalized by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority.

Does BNY Mellon Markets offer onshore CNY via
Hong Kong?
Yes. BNY Mellon offers both onshore CNY FX spots
and forwards for Bond Connect. BNY Mellon
Markets is building an onshore CNY FX Direct
Dealing service via BNY Mellon Hong Kong to
support RQFII and CIBM Direct access schemes.

3

What if the client remits in RMB and foreign
currency in China?
The currency outward remittance restriction
will apply if a client remits both RMB and foreign
currency to invest in the onshore bond market.
The monitoring methods are as follows:

- Monitoring by ratio: The ratio of RMB and
foreign currency in the client’s accumulated
outward remittance shall be in line with that
of the accumulated inward remittance, and the

4

What documents are required from sovereign
entities who want to appoint BNY Mellon Shanghai
as an FX counterparty?
Sovereign entities that wish to trade CNY with BNY
Mellon via the China Foreign Exchange Trade
System (CFETS) will need to obtain a customer
identification number and credit setup. No FX
legal document is needed for spot trading, but the
National Association of Financial Market
Institutional Investors (NAFMII) or International
Swaps and Derivatives Association (ISDA) and its
related document needs to be entered between
the sovereign client and BNY Mellon for forwards
trading. In addition, the sovereign client will need
to send the settlement and payment information
to BNY Mellon. They will need to appoint a local
custodian to book the deal against BNY Mellon.
The sovereign entity and the appointed local
custodian will need to work together to get the
CFETS membership submitted and approved. For
sovereign entities appointing an investment
manager (IM) for externally managed funds, such
status needs to be submitted in the application for
CFETS membership to make it valid.

fluctuation should be within +/-10%.
- Monitoring by amount: The client’s accumulated
outward remittance in RMB cannot exceed 110% of
the accumulated inward remittance amount in
RMB. Also, the client’s accumulated outward
remittance in foreign currency cannot exceed 110%
of the accumulated inward remittance amount in
foreign currency.
Note: The client’s outward remittance for bond
investment liquidation from the CIBM (i.e., exiting
completely from onshore Interbank Bond Market)
can be conducted without the above monitoring.

9
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What documents are required from clients
interested in hedging their China bonds with
onshore CNY for Bond Connect?
First, clients will need to sign the FX Representation
Letter at onboarding. To hedge onshore CNY for
Bond Connect, BNY Mellon Markets will need to get
internal approval in order to provide a one-way
disclosure letter to the client that covers some
disruption language. This does not need to be signed,
but clients should fully acknowledge its contents.
Additionally, the standard forward documentation
not specific to China will need to be put into place
as well, such as an ISDA and its related document.

7

What is the funding process if the BNY Mellon
client sets up a CNY onshore cash account?
If the BNY Mellon client opts for CNY onshore,
they must transfer USD from the main USD
account to the separate USD account
(designated for CNY account) to allow FX to be
processed accordingly. BNY Mellon does not
offer standing instructions to transfer USD from
the main USD account to the separate USD
account. The client must instruct book transfer
from the main USD to the separate USD
account via MT210/MT202 or NEXEN to instruct
the transfer.

Note: BNY Mellon is currently updating documentation
requirements. Once complete, this will remove the
need for internal approvals and one-way disclosure
letter for Bond Connect hedging. This will also cover
additional CNY products in the pipeline.

6

If clients execute CNH FX on a T+0 basis for
securities investment in the onshore market, what
is required to move the funds onshore?
To facilitate same-day funding onshore, BNY Mellon
Markets is able to move the funds directly onshore
to the local custodian, without a separate transfer
instruction. Clients will need to meet the FX Direct
Dealing deadline early in APAC morning, as well as
providing final beneficiary settlement instructions
to the FX Operations team.
For repatriations, the client will still need to
instruct a transfer from onshore to offshore through
BNY Mellon.
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Whilst The Bank of New York Mellon (BNY Mellon) is authorised to provide financial services in Australia, it is exempt from the requirement to hold, and does not
hold, an Australian financial services license as issued by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) in respect
of the financial services provided by it to persons in Australia. BNY Mellon is regulated by the New York State Department of Financial Services and the US Federal
Reserve under Chapter 2 of the Consolidated Laws, The Banking Law enacted April 16, 1914 in the State of New York, which differs from Australian laws.
The Bank of New York Mellon Securities Company Japan Ltd, subject to supervision by the Financial Services Agency of Japan, acts as intermediary in Japan for The
Bank of New York Mellon and its affiliates, with its registered office at Marunouchi Trust Tower Main, 1-8-3 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-1005, Japan.
If this material is distributed in, or from, the Dubai International Financial Centre (“DIFC”), it is communicated by The Bank of New York Mellon, DIFC Branch,
regulated by the DFSA and located at DIFC, The Exchange Building 5 North, Level 6, Room 601, P.O. Box 506723, Dubai, UAE, on behalf of The Bank of New York
Mellon, which is a wholly-owned subsidiary of The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation. This material is intended for Professional Clients and Market Counterparties
only and no other person should act upon it.
Past performance is not a guide to future performance of any instrument, transaction or financial structure and a loss of original capital may occur. Calls and
communications with BNY Mellon may be recorded, for regulatory and other reasons.
Disclosures in relation to certain other BNY Mellon group entities can be accessed at the following website: http://disclaimer.bnymellon.com/eu.htm.
This document and the statements contained herein, are not an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any products (including financial products) or services or to
participate in any particular strategy mentioned and should not be construed as such. This material is intended for wholesale/professional clients (or the equivalent
only), is not intended for use by retail clients and no other person should act upon it. Persons who do not have professional experience in matters relating to
investments should not rely on this material. BNY Mellon will only provide the relevant investment services to investment professionals.
Not all products and services are offered in all countries.
If distributed in the UK, this material is a financial promotion. If distributed in the EU, this material is a marketing communication.
This material, which may be considered advertising, is for general information purposes only and is not intended to provide legal, tax, accounting, investment,
financial or other professional advice on any matter. This material does not constitute a recommendation or advice by BNY Mellon of any kind. Use of our products
and services is subject to various regulations and regulatory oversight. You should discuss this material with appropriate advisors in the context of your
circumstances before acting in any manner on this material or agreeing to use any of the referenced products or services and make your own independent
assessment (based on such advice) as to whether the referenced products or services are appropriate or suitable for you. This material may not be comprehensive or
up to date and there is no undertaking as to the accuracy, timeliness, completeness or fitness for a particular purpose of information given. BNY Mellon will not be
responsible for updating any information contained within this material and opinions and information contained herein are subject to change without notice. BNY
Mellon assumes no direct or consequential liability for any errors in or reliance upon this material.

This material may not be distributed or used for the purpose of providing any referenced products or services or making any offers or solicitations in any jurisdiction
or in any circumstances in which such products, services, offers or solicitations are unlawful or not authorized, or where there would be, by virtue of such distribution,
new or additional registration requirements.
This material may not be reproduced or disseminated in any form without the prior written permission of BNY Mellon. Trademarks, logos and other intellectual
property marks belong to their respective owners.
The Bank of New York Mellon, member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”).
Pursuant to Title VII of The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 and the applicable rules thereunder, The Bank of New York Mellon is
provisionally registered as a swap dealer with the Commodity Futures Trading Commission and is a swap dealer member of the National Futures Association (NFA ID
0420990).
BNY Mellon (including its broker-dealer affiliates) may have long or short positions in any currency, derivative or instrument discussed herein. BNY Mellon has
included data in this material from information generally available to the public from sources believed to be reliable. Any price or other data used for illustrative
purposes may not reflect actual current conditions. No representations or warranties are made, and BNY Mellon assumes no liability, as to the suitability of any
products and services described herein for any particular purpose or the accuracy or completeness of any information or data contained in this material. Price and
other data are subject to change at any time without notice.
The Bank of New York Mellon SA/NV only provides its services outside of Hong Kong. Any transactions that are intermediated by The Bank of New York Mellon, Hong
Kong Branch are carried on through The Bank of New York Mellon, Hong Kong Branch in compliance with the “dealing through” (or other) exemption, and not directly
by The Bank of New York Mellon SA/NV.
Investment in any floating rate instrument presents unique risks, including the discontinuation of the floating rate reference or any successors or fallbacks thereto.
BNY Mellon does not guarantee and is not responsible for the availability or continued existence of a floating rate reference associated with any particular
instrument. Before investing in any floating rate instrument, please evaluate the risks independently with your financial, tax and other advisors as you deem
necessary.
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